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Abstract
A unit spherical Euclidean distance matrix (EDM)D is a matrix whose
entries can be realized as the interpoint (squared) Euclidean distances of n
points on a unit sphere. In this paper, given such a D and 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n,
we present a characterization of the set of all unit spherical EDMs whose
entries agree with those of D except possibly with the entry in the klth
and lkth positions. As a result, we show that this set can be discrete,
consisting of one or two elements, or it can be continuous. The results are
derived using two alternative approaches, the second of which is based on
Cayley-Menger matrices.
1 Introduction
An n× n matrix D = (dij) is said to be a Euclidean distance matrix (EDM) if
there exist points p1, . . . , pn in some Euclidean space such that
dij = ||pi − pj ||2 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n,
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where ||x|| denotes the Euclidean norm of x. p1, . . . , pn are called the generat-
ing points of D and the dimension of their affine span is called the embedding
dimension of D. If the generating points of an EDM D lie on a sphere of radius
ρ, then D is called spherical and ρ is referred to as the radius of D. A spherical
EDM of unit radius is called a unit spherical EDM.
Let Ekl denote the n × n symmetric matrix with 1’s in the klth and lkth
positions and zeros elsewhere. Let D be an EDM and let lkl ≤ 0 and ukl ≥ 0 be
the two scalars such that D + tEkl is an EDM if and only if lkl ≤ t ≤ ukl. That
is, D remains an EDM if its entry in the klth and lkth positions varies between
dkl+ lkl and dkl+ukl, while keeping all other entries unchanged. The entry dkl is
said to be unyielding if ukl = lkl = 0 and it is said to be yielding if ukl 6= lkl. The
recent paper [2] presents a characterization of the yielding entries of an EDM D
and derives simple closed-form expressions of ukl and lkl for each yielding entry
dkl.
In this paper we extend the work in [2] and focus on unit spherical EDMs.
Let D be a given unit spherical EDM and let dkl be a yielding entry of D. Let
T≤kl = {t ∈ [lkl, ukl] : D + tEkl is a spherical EDM of radius ρ ≤ 1}. (1)
Obviously, 0 ∈ T≤kl . We characterize those yielding entries dkl for which T≤kl 6=
{0} in terms of Gale transform of the generating points of D and in terms of
vector w (defined in (5) below). Moreover, for such entries we derive closed-form
expressions of T≤kl . It is worth pointing out that if t ∈ [lkl, ukl]\T≤kl , then D+tEkl
may be spherical, however, its radius is > 1.
Now let
T=kl = {t ∈ T≤kl : D + tEkl is a unit spherical EDM}. (2)
Unlike T≤kl , which is a closed subinterval of [lkl, ukl], T
=
kl is not necessarily
convex. The main result of this paper is a closed-form expression of T=kl . As a
result, we show that T=kl can have one of three possible forms: First, it can be a
subinterval of T≤kl , i.e., D can have a continuum of unit spherical EDMs which
differs from it only in the entry in the klth and lkth positions. Second, it can
consist of two points, one of which is obviously 0, i.e., D can have exactly one
other unit spherical EDM which differs from it only in the entry in the klth and
lkth positions. Third, it can be a singleton, i.e., T=kl = {0}, in which case there
does not exist a unit spherical EDM which differs from D only in the entry
in the klth and lkth positions. Our results are derived using two alternative
approaches, the second of which is based on Cayley-Menger matrices. As a by-
product of our characterizations of T≤kl and T
=
kl we obtain some other related
results.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review
the mathematical background needed in later sections. The characterizations of
T≤kl and T
=
kl are presented in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Finally, in Section 5,
we rederive the results of Sections 3 and 4 using an alternative approach based
on Cayley-Menger matrices.
1.1 Notation
We collect here the notation used throughout the paper. Ekl denotes the n× n
matrix with 1’s in the klth and lkth positions and 0’s elsewhere. ei denotes the
standard unit vector in Rn and thus Ekl = ek(el)T + el(ek)T . e and e˜ denote,
respectively, the vectors of all 1’s in Rn and Rn+1. E = eeT denotes the n × n
matrix of all 1’s and In denotes the identity matrix of order n. The zero matrix
or zero vector of appropriate dimension is denoted by 0. For a symmetric matrix
A, we mean by A  0 that A is positive semidefinite. A† denotes the Moore-
Penrose inverse of A and null(A) denotes the null space of A. Finally, \ denotes
the set theoretic difference.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we present some known and some new results concerning EDMs,
spherical EDMs, Gale matrices and Gram matrices that will be needed in the
sequel. Also, we present some of the main results of [2]. For a comprehensive
treatment of EDMs see the monograph [1].
2.1 EDMs and Gale Matrices
Let e denote the vector of all 1’s in Rn. For a matrix A, we use A  0 to indicate
that A is symmetric positive semidefinite. Let D be an n × n real symmetric
matrix whose diagonal entries are all 0’s. Then it is well known [12, 16, 8, 5]
that D is an EDM if and only if D is negative semidefinite on e⊥, the orthogonal
complement of e in Rn. In other words, if s is a vector in Rn such that eT s = 1,
then D is an EDM if and only if
B = −1
2
(I − esT )D(I − seT )  0, (3)
in which case, the embedding dimension of D is given by rank(B).
Let D be an n× n EDM of embedding dimension r and let B be as defined
in (3). Then B can be factorized as B = PP T where P is n× r. Consequently,
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p1, . . . , pn, the generating points of D, are given by the rows of P . That is,
P =


(p1)T
...
(pn)T

 . (4)
As a result, P is called a configuration matrix of D. The following three obser-
vations are immediate. First, P has full column rank, i.e., rank(P ) = r. Second,
B is the Gram matrix of the generating points of D (or the Gram matrix of D
for short). Third, P Ts = 0 since Bs = 0.
It is well known [8] that if D is a nonzero EDM, then e lies in the column
space of D. Hence, there exists w such that
Dw = e. (5)
We assume that w = D†e, i.e., w is perpendicular to null(D). Vector w plays a
key role in this paper.
Different choices of vector s in (3) amount to different choices of the origin.
Two choices of s are of particular interest in this paper:
First, s = e/n. In this case, let
J := I − eeT/n. (6)
Hence, the corresponding Gram matrix is given by B = −JDJ/2, and conse-
quently the origin is fixed at the centroid of the generating points of D since
Be = 0.
Second, s = 2w, where Dw = e. Assume that D is a unit spherical EDM.
Then, by Theorem 2.1 below, 2eTw = 1. Consequently, in this case, the corre-
sponding Gram matrix is given by B′ = E −D/2 and satisfies B′w = 0.
Assume that r ≤ n− 2 and let
Z =


(z1)T
...
(zn)T

 (7)
be the n× (n− r − 1) matrix whose columns form a basis of
null(
[
P T
eT
]
) = null(
[
B
eT
]
). (8)
Z is called a Gale matrix ofD and z1, . . . , zn ∈ Rn−r−1 are called Gale transforms
of p1, . . . , pn. The notion of Gale transform [6, 9] is well known and widely used
in the theory of polytopes. The components wk and wl of w together with the
Gale transforms zk and zl play the crucial role in the characterizations of the
sets T≤kl and T
=
kl .
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2.2 Spherical EDMs
The following known characterizations of spherical EDMs [3, 7, 8, 14, 11] are
needed in the sequel.
Theorem 2.1. Let D be an n × n EDM of embedding dimension r and let
Dw = e. Let Z and P be, respectively, a Gale matrix and a configuration matrix
of D such that P Te = 0. If r = n − 1, then D is spherical. Otherwise, if
r ≤ n− 2, then the following statements are equivalent:
1. D is spherical,
2. the columns of Z form a basis of null(D)
3. rank (D) = r + 1.
4. there exists a ∈ Rr such that Pa = 1
2
Jdiag (PP T ), in which case, the
generating points of D lie on a sphere centered at a and has radius
ρ =
(
aTa+
eTDe
2n2
)1/2
.
5. eTw > 0, in which case, the radius of D is given by
(
1
2eTw
)1/2
.
6. there exists a scalar β such that βeeT −D  0, and the minimum value of
such a β is 2ρ2, where ρ is the radius of D.
An interesting class of spherical EDMs is that of regular EDMs. A spherical
EDM D is regular if the center of the sphere containing the generating points of
D coincides with their centroid. That is, if a = 0 in part 4 of Theorem 2.1 and
thus ρ2 = eTDe/(2n2) in this case. It is known [10] that an EDM D is regular
if and only if its Perron eigenvector is e. In other words, iff De = (eTDe/n)e.
Consequently, w = e/(2nρ2) for regular EDMs.
Since EDMs are either spherical or nonspherical, many characterizations
of spherical EDMs provide at the same time characterizations of nonspheri-
cal EDMs. The most useful characterizations of nonspherical EDMs for our
purposes are given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Gower [7, 8]). Let D be an n× n EDM of embedding dimension
r and let Dw = e. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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1. D is nonspherical,
2. eTw = 0.
3. rank (D) = r + 2.
2.3 The Gram Matrices B and B′
Let B and B′ be the two Gram matrices corresponding to a unit spherical EDM
D such that Be = 0 and B′w = 0. In other words, let B = −JDJ/2 and
B′ = E − D/2 and let B and B′ be factorized as B = PP T and B′ = P ′P ′T .
Define
S = P (P TP )−1 and S ′ = P ′(P ′TP ′)−1, (9)
and let (si)T and (s′i)T denote the ith rows of S and S ′ respectively. The vectors
si and s′i play a key role in this paper.
It is easy to see that SST = P (P TP )−2P T = B†, where B† is the Moore-
Penrose inverse of B. Similarly, S ′S ′T = B′†. In this subsection we derive some
useful properties of B† and B′†.
The following two theorems are slight generalizations of a theorem of Styan
and Subak-Sharpe [13].
Theorem 2.3. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM and let B′ = E −D/2.
Then
B′† = −2D† + 2
wTw
(D†wwT + wwTD† − w
TD†w
wTw
wwT ),
where w = D†e.
Proof. Let r be the embedding dimension of D. Let Z˜ = w if r = n− 1
and Z˜ = [w Z] if r ≤ n− 2, where Z is a Gale matrix of D. Then the columns
of Z˜ form a basis of null(B′) and thus B′†B′ = I − Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜T . Therefore,
B′†D = 2B′†eeT − 2I + 2Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜T . (10)
Assume that r ≤ n − 2. The case where r = n − 1 is similar and easier.
Hence, by multiplying (10) from the right by D† and by using the facts that
DD† = I − Z(ZTZ)−1ZT and B′†Z = 0 , we have
B′† = 2B†ewT − 2D† + 2Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜TD†, (11)
The fact B′†w = 0 implies that
B′†e =
1
wTw
(D†w − Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜TD†w).
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Substituting B′†e into (11) we have
B′† = −2D† + 2
wTw
(D†wwT − Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜TD†wwT ) + 2Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜TD†.
Now ZTw = ZTD†e = 0. Thus, (Z˜T Z˜)−1 =
[
(wTw)−1 0
0 (ZTZ)−1
]
. There-
fore, Z˜(Z˜T Z˜)−1Z˜TD† = (wTw)−1wwTD† and thus the result follows.
✷
The argument used in the proof of the previous theorem can also be used to
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4 ([4]). Let D be a unit spherical EDM and let B = −JDJ/2.
Then
B† = −2D† + 4wwT ,
where w = D†e.
The following corollaries, which will be used in the sequel, are immediate
consequences of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
Corollary 2.1. Let D be a unit spherical EDM and let w = D†e. Let si and s′i
be as defined in (9) and assume that wk = wl = 0. Then
(sk)T sl ± ||sk|| ||sl|| = (s′k)T s′l ± ||s′k|| ||s′l||.
Proof. This is immediate since B†kk = B
′†
kk = −2D†kk, B†ll = B′†ll = −2D†ll
and B†kl = B
′†
kl = −2D†kl.
Corollary 2.2. Let D be a unit spherical EDM and let w = D†e. Let si and s′i
be as defined in (9) and assume that wk = cwl, where wk 6= 0. Then
D†kk + c
2D†ll − 2cD†kl = −
1
2
||sk − csl||2 = −1
2
||s′k − cs′l||2.
Proof. Let x = ek − cel, where ei is the ith standard unit vector in Rn.
Then wTx = 0. The result follows from Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 since xTB†x =
−2xTD†x = xTB′†x.
✷
We end this subsection with the following lemma which is a simple corollary
of Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a unit spherical EDM and let B = −JDJ/2. Then
D˜† =
[
0 eT
e D
]†
=
[ −2 2wT
2w −B†/2
]
,
where w = D†e.
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2.4 Yielding Entries of an EDM
In this subsection we review some of the main results which we need from [2].
Vectors u and v in Rn are parallel if u = cv for some nonzero scalar c. Thus, if
u = v = 0, then u and v are parallel. The following proposition characterizes
the eigenvalues of rank-two symmetric matrices.
Proposition 2.1 ([2]). Let Ψ = abT + baT , where a and b are two nonzero,
nonparallel vectors in Rr, r ≥ 2. Then Ψ has exactly one positive eigenvalue λ1
and one negative eigenvalue λr, where
λ1 = a
T b+ ||a|| ||b|| and λr = aT b− ||a|| ||b||.
The yielding entries of an EDM D are characterized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 ([2]). Let D be an n × n EDM of embedding dimension r. If
r = n − 1, then each entry of D is yielding. On the other hand, if r ≤ n − 2,
let z1, . . . , zn be Gale transforms of the generating points of D. Then entry dkl
is yielding if and only if zk is parallel to zl; i.e., iff there exists a nonzero scalar
c such that zk = czl.
Let dkl be a given yielding entry of D. Before presenting a characterization
of the yielding intervals of dkl, it is convenient to define the following quantities
which will be used throughout the paper. Let B = −JDJ/2 and let sk and sl
be as defined in (9). Define
θ =
2
(sk)T sl − ||sk|| ||sl|| and θ =
2
(sk)T sl + ||sk|| ||sl|| . (12)
and
θc =
−4c
||sk − csl||2 . (13)
Theorem 2.6 ([2]). Let D be an n× n EDM of embedding dimension r and let
B = −JDJ/2. Assume that the entry dkl is yielding. If r = n−1 or if r ≤ n−2
and zk = zl = 0, then the yielding interval of dkl is given by
[lkl, ukl] =
[
θ , θ
]
,
where θ and θ are defined in (12).
On the other hand, if r ≤ n−2 and zk = czl 6= 0 where c is a nonzero scalar,
then the yielding interval of dkl is given by
[lkl, ukl] =
{
[θc , 0] if c > 0,
[0 , θc] if c < 0,
where θc is defined in (13).
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3 Characterizing T≤kl
Let D be an n×n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension r. Assume that
dkl is a yielding entry of D with yielding interval [lkl, ukl]. Recall that
T≤kl = {t ∈ [lkl, ukl] : D + tEkl is a spherical EDM of radius ρ ≤ 1}.
As we show in this section, T≤kl can be a singleton, i.e., T
≤
kl = {0}, or it can be
an interval of nonzero length. In the latter case, T≤kl may be equal to, or may
be a proper subinterval of, the yielding interval [lkl, ukl].
Let B′ = E − D/2 = P ′P ′T . Throughout this paper, it is convenient to
define 1
Z˜ =
{
w if r = n− 1,
[w Z] if r ≤ n− 2, (14)
where w = D†e and Z is a Gale matrix of D. As a result, null(P ′T )∩null(Z˜T ) =
{0}.
Proposition 3.1. Let D be an n × n spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r, and let P ′ be a configuration matrix of D such that P ′Tw = 0. Further, let Z˜
be as defined in (14) and let (z˜i)T denote the ith row of Z˜.
1. If z˜l = 0, then p′l 6= 0.
2. If z˜k = cz˜l for some nonzero scalar c, then p′k − cp′l 6= 0.
Proof. To prove part(1), assume to the contrary that z˜l = 0 and p′l = 0.
Recall that ei denotes the ith standard unit vector in Rn. Then el ∈ null(P ′T )∩
null(Z˜T ), a contradiction. Similarly, to prove part (2), assume to the contrary
that p′k − cp′l = 0 and let x be the vector in Rn with 1 and (−c) in the kth and
lth positions respectively and 0’s elsewhere. Then x ∈ null(P T ) ∩ null(Z˜T ), a
contradiction.
✷
An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 is that if z˜k = z˜l = 0, then
p′k is not parallel to p′l, i.e., there does not exist a nonzero scalar c such that
p′k = cp′l.
Lemma 3.1. Let B′ = P ′P ′T . Then t ∈ T≤kl if and only if[
2(P ′TP ′)2 − t (p′k(p′l)T + p′l(p′k)T ) −t (p′k(z˜l)T + p′l(z˜k)T )
−t (z˜k(p′l)T + z˜l(p′k)T ) −t (z˜k(z˜l)T + z˜l(z˜k)T )
]
 0,
1The interpretation of Z˜ in given in Section 5.
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where (z˜i)T is the ith row of Z˜ defined in (14).
Proof. Evidently, the n×nmatrixQ = [P ′ Z˜] is nonsingular. By Thereom
2.1, D+tEkl is a spherical EDM of radius ρ ≤ 1 if and only if 2E−(D+tEkl)  0
iff QT (2B′ − tEkl)Q and the result follows
✷
We first characterize the case where T≤kl is a singleton, i.e., T
≤
kl = {0}.
Theorem 3.1. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM and let dkl be a yielding
entry of D. Let (z˜i)T denote the ith row of Z˜ defined in (14). Then T≤kl = {0} if
and only if z˜k is not parallel to z˜l; i.e., iff there does not exist a nonzero scalar
c such that wk = cwl and z
k = czl.
Proof. Assume that z˜k = cz˜l for some nonzero scalar c. Then z˜k(z˜l)T +
z˜l(z˜k)T = 2cz˜l(z˜l)T and p′k(z˜l)T+p′l(z˜k)T = (p′k+cp′l)(z˜l)T . Hence, null(z˜l(z˜l)T )
= null((z˜l)T ) ⊆ null((p′k+cp′l)(z˜l)T ). Therefore, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
there exists t 6= 0 such that 2B′ − tEkl  0, i.e., t ∈ T≤kl .
To prove the other direction, assume that z˜k and z˜l are not parallel and
assume, to the contrary, that there exists t 6= 0 such that 2B′ − tEkl  0. Thus
null(z˜k(z˜l)T + z˜l(z˜k)T ) ⊆ null(p′k(z˜l)T + p′l(z˜k)T ). Next, we consider two cases:
(i) z˜k 6= 0 and z˜l = 0. In this case, z˜k(z˜l)T + z˜l(z˜k)T = 0 and p′k(z˜l)T +
p′l(z˜k)T ) = p′l(z˜k)T 6= 0 since, by Proposition 3.1, p′l 6= 0. Hence, we have a
contradiction since null(0) 6⊆ null(p′k(z˜l)T ).
(ii) both z˜k and z˜l are nonzero. Also, in this case we have a contradiction
since Proposition 2.1 implies that z˜k(z˜l)T + z˜l(z˜k)T is indefinite. Consequently,
T≤kl = {0}.
✷
Example 3.1. Consider the unit spherical EDM
D =


0 2 4 2
2 0 2 4
4 2 0 2
2 4 2 0

 and thus B† = 14B =
1
4


1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
−1 0 1 0
0 −1 0 1

 ,
w1 = w2 = w3 = w4 = 1/8 and z
1 = z3 = 1, z2 = z4 = −1. Note that D
is a regular EDM of embedding dimension 2. Consider the entry d12. Clearly,
d12 is yielding since z
1 = −z2. However, z˜1 is not parallel to z˜2. Moreover,
||s1+ s2||2 = B†11 +B†22 +2B†12 = 1/2. Consequently, [l12, u12] = [0 , θc = 8] and
T≤12 = {0}.
On the other hand, consider the entry d13. Obviously, z˜
1 = z˜3, i.e., c =
1, and thus d13 is yielding. Moreover, ||s1 − s3||2 = B†11 + B†33 − 2B†13 = 1.
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Consequently, [l13, u13] = [θc = −4 , 0] and T≤13 6= {0}. In fact, as Theorem 3.3
below shows, in this case T≤13 = [l13, u13].
The case where T≤kl 6= {0} is divided into two subcases depending on whether
z˜k = z˜l = 0 or whether z˜k = cz˜l 6= 0, where c is a nonzero scalar. We start by
characterizing T≤kl in the subcase where z˜
k = z˜l = 0. As the following theorem
shows, in this subcase, T≤kl is equal to the yielding interval [lkl, ukl].
Theorem 3.2. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r and let (z˜i)T be the ith row of Z˜ defined in (14). Assume that z˜k = z˜l = 0,
i.e., wk = wl = 0 if r = n − 1 and wk = wl = 0 and zk = zl = 0 if r ≤ n − 2.
Then
T≤kl =
[
θ , θ
]
,
where θ and θ are as defined in (12).
Proof. Lemma 3.1 implies that t ∈ T≤kl if and only if 2(P ′TP ′)2 −
t(p′k(p′l)T + p′l(p′k)T )  0 if and only if 2I − t(s′k(s′l)T + s′l(s′k)T )  0. The
result follows from Propositions 3.1 and 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.
✷
Next, we characterize T≤kl in the subcase where z˜
k = cz˜l 6= 0, where c is a
nonzero scalar. As the next theorem shows, in this subcase, T≤kl may or may not
be equal to the yielding interval [lkl, ukl]. We will elaborate on this point after
we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let D be an n×n unit spherical EDM and embedding dimension
r and let (z˜i)T be the ith row of Z˜ defined in (14). Assume that z˜k = cz˜l 6= 0,
where c is a nonzero scalar. Then
T≤kl =
{
[θc , 0] if c > 0,
[0 , θc] if c < 0,
where θc is defined in (13).
Proof. Lemma 3.1 implies that t ∈ T≤kl if and only if[
2(P ′TP ′)2 − t (p′k(p′l)T + p′l(p′k)T ) −t (p′k + cp′l)(z˜l)T )
−t z˜l(p′k + cp′l)T −t 2cz˜l(z˜l)T
]
 0. (15)
Let M be a matrix such that Q′ = [ z˜
l
||z˜l||
M ] is an (n− r)× (n− r) orthogonal
matrix. Hence, the n × n matrix Q =
[
Ir 0
0 Q′
]
is obviously orthogonal. By
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multiplying the LHS of Equation (15) from the left with QT and from the right
with Q, we get that t ∈ T≤kl if and only if[
2(P ′TP ′)2 − t (p′k(p′l)T + p′l(p′k)T ) −t (p′k + cp′l) ||z˜l||)
−t ||z˜l|| (p′k + cp′l)T ) −t 2c ||z˜l||2
]
 0. (16)
Using Schur complement, we have that Equation (16) holds iff
tc ≤ 0 and 2(P ′TP ′)2 + t
2c
(p′k − cp′l)(p′k − cp′l)T  0, (17)
which is equivalent to
tc ≤ 0 and 2Ir + t
2c
(s′k − cs′l)(s′k − cs′l)T  0,
which, in turn, is equivalent to
tc ≤ 0 and 2 + t
2c
||s′k − cs′l||2 ≥ 0.
The result follows from Proposition 3.1 and from Corollary 2.2.
✷
As we mentioned earlier, in Theorem 3.3, T≤kl is equal to the yielding interval
[lkl, ukl] if r ≤ n−2 and the Gale transform zk 6= 0. Equivalently, T≤kl is a proper
subset of [lkl, ukl] if wk = cwl 6= 0 and either r = n− 1 or zk = zl = 0.
Example 3.2. Consider the unit spherical EDM D =


0 4 2 2
4 0 2 2
2 2 0 2
2 2 2 0

 of em-
bedding dimension 3. Then
B =
1
8


9 −7 −1 −1
−7 9 −1 −1
−1 −1 5 −3
−1 −1 −3 5

 and thus B† = 14


3 1 −2 −2
1 3 −2 −2
−2 −2 4 0
−2 −2 0 4

 .
Moreover, w1 = w2 = 1/4 and w3 = w4 = 0. Consider the yielding entry d12. In
this case c = 1 and thus
||s1 − cs2||2 = B†11 + c2B†22 − 2cB†12 = 1,
(s1)T s2− ||s1|| ||s2|| = B†12− (B†11B†22)1/2 = −1/2, and (s1)T s2 + ||s1|| ||s2|| = 1.
Therefore, [l12, u12] = [θ = −4 , θ = 2], while T≤12 = [θc = −4 , 0]. Note that
θc = θ and B
†
11 = c
2B†22.
On the other hand, consider the yielding entry d34. Thus, (s
3)T s4−||s3|| ||s4|| =
−1 and (s3)T s4 + ||s3|| ||s4|| = 1. Therefore, [l34, u34] = T≤34 = [θ = −2 , θ = 2].
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4 Characterizing T=kl
Let dkl be a yielding entry of a unit spherical EDM D. Recall that
T=kl = {t ∈ T≤kl : D + tEkl is a unit spherical EDM}.
We saw in the previous section that T≤kl is a convex subset of the yielding interval
[lkl, ukl] of dkl. As will be shown in this section, T
=
kl may or may not be equal to
T≤kl . Moreover, in case T
=
kl 6= T≤kl , T=kl may or may not be a convex subset of T≤kl .
We start first with the case where T=kl = T
≤
kl .
4.1 The Case Where T=
kl
= T≤
kl
The equality between T=kl and T
≤
kl is proved in the following theorem by estab-
lishing a lower bound on the radius of D + tEkl for t ∈ T≤kl . This is achieved by
using the duality theory of semidefinite programming (SDP).
Theorem 4.1. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r and let w = D†e. Let (z˜i)T denote the ith row of Z˜ defined in (14) and assume
that z˜k = cz˜l for some nonzero scalar c. Further, let ρkl(t) denote the radius of
D + tEkl for t ∈ T≤kl . If
(i) wk = wl = 0 or
(ii) wk 6= 0, r ≤ n− 2 and zk 6= 0,
then
ρkl(t) = 1 for all t ∈ T≤kl ,
and thus T=kl = T
≤
kl .
Proof. Consider the following pair of dual SDP problems
(P) min λ
subject to 2λE − tEkl  D.
and
(D) max trace (DY )
subject to 2 trace (EY ) = 1
Ykl = 0
Y  0.
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Since B′ = E −D/2 where B′w = 0, the dual problem (D) is equivalent to
(D) 1−min 2 trace (B′Y )
subject to 2 trace (EY ) = 1
Ykl = 0
Y  0.
Note that trace (B′Y ) ≥ 0 since both B′ and Y are positive semidefinite. It is
easy to see that the Slater’s condition [15] holds for the dual problem (D). Let
λ∗ and Y ∗ denote, respectively, the optimal solutions of problems (P) and (D).
Then, by SDP strong duality, we have
1 ≥ λ∗ = 1− 2 trace (B′Y ∗).
Furthermore, Theorem 2.1 implies that the minimum of ρ2kl(t) = λ
∗. First,
assume that wk = wl = 0 and let Y = 2ww
T . Then 2eTY e = 4(eTw)2 = 1
and Ykl = 0 and Y  0. Therefore, Y is an optimal solution of (D) since
trace (B′Y ) = 0. Consequently, λ∗ = 1 and thus ρ2kl(t) = 1 for all t ∈ T≤kl .
Now assume that wk 6= 0, r ≤ n−2 and zk 6= 0. Let ζ be a column of Z such
that ζk 6= 0. Such ζ exists since zk 6= 0. Let y = w−(wk/ζk)ζ and let Y = 2yyT .
Then Y  0 and Ykl = 0 since yk = 0. Moreover, 2eTY e = 4(eTw)2 = 1.
Therefore, Y is an optimal solution of (D) since trace (B′Y ) = 0. Consequently,
λ∗ = 1 and thus ρ2kl(t) = 1 for all t ∈ T≤kl .
✷
As the following subsection shows, the analysis of the case where T=kl 6= T≤kl
is much more involved.
4.2 The Case Where T=
kl
6= T≤
kl
If T=kl 6= T≤kl , then the following two facts are immediate consequences of Theorem
4.1: First, wk = cwl 6= 0 and either r = n− 1 or zk = zl = 0. Second,
min{ρkl(t) : t ∈ T≤kl} < 1,
where ρkl(t) is the radius of D + tE
kl. As a result, we need to find an explicit
expression for ρkl(t). To this end, let B = −JDJ/2 and let w = D†e. Let us
define the following quantities:
α1 = 2D
†
kl,
α2 = (D
†
kl)
2 −D†kkD†ll,
β1 = α1 − 4cw2l = −B†kl,
β2 = α2 + 2w
2
l (D
†
kk + c
2D†ll − 2cD†kl) = 14((B†kl)2 − B†kkB†ll);
(18)
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and the following two polynomials:
f(t) = 1 + α1t+ α2t
2 and g(t) = 1 + β1t+ β2t
2. (19)
Two remarks are in order here. First, whereas α2 can be zero or nonzero,
β2 < 0. To see why this is the case, note that β2 ≤ 0 since B†  0. Now assume
to the contrary that β2 = 0, then by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, p
k is parallel
to pl. But this contradicts part 2 of Proposition 2.1 of [2]. Second, g(t) can be
factorized as
g(t) = β2(t− θ)(t− θ), (20)
where θ and θ are as defined in (12). The following two technical lemmas are
critical for the results of this subsection. Their proofs can be established by
straightforward calculations.
Lemma 4.1. Let f(t) and g(t) be as defined in (19) and let θ, θ and θc be as
defined in (12) and (13). Assume that wk = cwl 6= 0. Then
f(θ) =
4w2l (||sk|| − c ||sl||)2
((sk)T sl − ||sk|| ||sl||)2 ,
f(θ) =
4w2l (||sk||+ c ||sl||)2
((sk)T sl + ||sk|| ||sl||)2 ,
and
f(θc) = g(θc) =
(||sk||2 − c2 ||sl||2)2
||sk − csl||4 .
Lemma 4.2. Let θ, θ and θc be as defined in (12) and (13). Then
θc − θ = −2 (||s
k|| − c ||sl||)2
||sk − csl||2 ((sk)T sl − ||sk|| ||sl||) ≥ 0,
and
θ − θc = 2 (||s
k||+ c ||sl||)2
||sk − csl||2 ((sk)T sl + ||sk|| ||sl||) ≥ 0.
The following theorem, which is the main result of this subsection, provides
a closed-form expression for ρkl(t).
Theorem 4.2. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r and let B = −JDJ/2. Let Z be a Gale matrix of D and let w = D†e. Further,
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let ρkl(t) denote the radius of (D + tE
kl), t ∈ T≤kl . Assume that wk = cwl 6= 0
and either r = n− 1 or zk = zl = 0. Then
ρ2kl(t) =
f(t)
g(t)
=
f(t)
β2(t− θ)(t− θ)
for all t ∈ T≤kl , where f(t) and g(t) are defined in (19).
Proof. Consider first the case where r = n − 1. Theorem 2.1 implies,
in this case, that D is nonsingular. Let (D + tEkl)w(t) = e. Then eTw(t) =
eT (D+tEkl)−1e. Making use of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula twice,
we get that
(D + tEkl)−1 = D−1 − t
f(t)
[
(1 + tD−1kl )(D
−1EklD−1)
]
+
t2
f(t)
[
(D−1kk D
−1el(el)TD−1 +D−1ll D
−1ek(ek)TD−1)
]
.
Using Theorem 2.1, the result can be established, in this case, by a straightfor-
ward calculation.
Now consider the case where r ≤ n − 2 and let Z be a Gale matrix of D.
Thus Theorem 2.1 implies that the columns of Z form a basis of null(D). Let
(D + tEkl)w(t) = e. Then by multiplying this equation from the left with D†
and using the fact that D†D = I − Z(ZTZ)−1ZT we have that
w(t)− Z(ZTZ)−1ZTw(t) + tD†Eklw(t) = w, (21)
and hence
eTw(t) = eTw − twTEklw(t). (22)
By multiplying (21) from the left by Ekl and noting that by assumption EklZ =
0, we get that
Eklw(t) = (I + tEklD†)−1Eklw. (23)
Now substituting (23) into (22) we get
eTw(t) = eTw − twT (I + tEklD†)−1Eklw.
Again the result follows, in this case, by applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
formula twice on (I + tEklD†)−1 and by using Theorem 2.1.
✷
It is easy to deduce from Theorem 4.2 that if ρ2kl(t) = 1, then t = 0 or t = θc.
Obviously, ρ2kl(0) = 1. However, ρ
2
kl(θc) may or may not be equal to 1. The
following theorem characterizes the case where ρ2kl(θc) < 1.
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Theorem 4.3. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r and let B = −JDJ/2. Let Z be a Gale matrix of D and let w = D†e. Assume
that wk = cwl 6= 0 and either r = n − 1 or zk = zl = 0. Let si be as defined in
(9) and assume, further, that ||sk||2 = c2||sl||2. Then
ρkl(t) = 1 if and only if t = 0,
where ρkl(t) is the radius of (D + tE
kl).
Proof. Assume that c > 0. Then it follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that
θ = θc and f(θ) = 0. Hence, by L’Hospital’s rule,
ρ2kl(θc) =
f ′(θc)
g′(θc)
= −2D
†
ll
B†ll
= 1− 4w
2
l
B†ll
< 1.
The case where c < 0 implies that θ = θc and f(θ) = 0 and the proof is
similar to the previous case.
✷
Theorem 4.4. Let D be an n× n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r and let B = −JDJ/2. Let Z be a Gale matrix of D and let w = D†e. Assume
that wk = cwl 6= 0 and either r = n − 1 or zk = zl = 0. Let si be as defined in
(9) and assume that ||sk||2 6= c2||sl||2. Then
ρkl(t) = 1 if and only if t = 0 or t = θc,
where ρkl(t) is the radius of (D + tE
kl).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 since g(θc) = f(θc)
and f(θc) 6= 0. Hence, ρkl(θc) = 1.
✷
As a result, we have the following characterization of T=kl when it is not equal
to T≤kl .
Corollary 4.1. Let D be an n×n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension
r and let B = −JDJ/2. Let Z be a Gale matrix of D and let w = D†e. Assume
that wk = cwl 6= 0 and either r = n − 1 or zk = zl = 0. Let si be as defined in
(9). Then
T=kl =
{ {0} if ||sk||2 = c2||sl||2,
{0, θc} otherwise.
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Example 4.1. Consider the EDM D =

 0 1 31 0 1
3 1 0

. Then D is unit spherical
of embedding dimension 2 and w = 1
2
[1 − 1 1]T . Moreover, a configuration
matrix of D is
P =
1
6

 −3
√
3 1
0 −2
3
√
3 1

 and thus S =

 −1/
√
3 1
0 −2
1/
√
3 1

 .
Consider the entry d12. The yielding interval of d12 is [θ = 3−2
√
3, θ = 3+2
√
3]
and T≤12 = [0, θc = 3]. Moreover, ||s1|| 6= ||s2||. Therefore,
ρ212(t) =
3 + 3t
3 + 6t− t2 ,
and hence ρ212(0) = ρ
2
12(3) = 1. Consequently, T
=
12 = {0, 3}.
On the other hand, consider the entry d13. The yielding interval of d13 is
[θ = −3, θ = 1] while T≤13 = [θc = −3, 0]. Note that in this case ||s1|| = ||s2|| and
thus θc = θ. Furthermore.
ρ213(t) =
1
(1− t) .
Consequently, T=13 = {0}. It is worth pointing out that for 0 < t < θ, D + tE13
is a spherical EDM of radius ρ > 1; and D + θE13 is a nonspherical EDM.
5 Alternative Approach
The results in Sections 3 and 4 can be alternatively derived by using the Cayley-
Menger matrix. Given an n× n EDM D, the (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix
D˜ =
[
0 eT
e D
]
(24)
is called the Cayley-Menger matrix of D. Let e˜ denote the vector of all 1’s in
R
n+1. Let U =
[ −eT
In
]
. Then obvisously, U(UTU)−1UT is a projection matrix
on e˜⊥. Consequently, the Cayley-Menger matrix D˜ is an EDM iff (−UT D˜U  0),
i.e., iff
2E −D  0. (25)
The following theorems establish some relations between D and D˜.
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Theorem 5.1. Let D˜ be the Cayley-Menger matrix of D. Then D˜ is an EDM if
and only if D is a spherical EDM of radius ρ ≤ 1, in which case, ρ2 = 1−eT w˜/2
where D˜w˜ = e˜.
Proof. It follows from (25) and Theorem 2.1 that D˜ is an EDM if and
only if 2E −D  0 if and only if D is an EDM of radius ρ ≤ 1.
Now assume that D˜ is an EDM and let D˜w˜ = e˜ and Dw = e. Then it is
easy to show that w˜ =
[
1− 2ρ2
2ρ2w
]
. Consequently, e˜T w˜ = 2−2ρ2 and the result
follows.
✷
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.2. D is a unit spherical EDM if and only if its Cayley-Menger
matrix D˜ is a nonspherical EDM.
Proof. Assume that D˜ is a nonspherical EDM and let D˜w˜ = e˜. Then by
Theorem 2.2, e˜T w˜ = 0. Hence, by Theorem 5.1, D is a unit spherical EDM.
To prove the other direction, assume that D is a unit spherical EDM and
let Dw = e. Then D˜ is an EDM. Moreover, let D˜w˜ = e˜. Then w˜ =
[ −1
2w
]
.
Hence, e˜T w˜ = 0 since eTw = 1/2.
✷
The following lemma establishes the equality of the embedding dimensions
of D and D˜ when D is a unit spherical EDM.
Lemma 5.1. Let D be a unit spherical EDM and of embedding dimension r.
Let D˜ be the Cayley-Menger matrix of D. Then the embedding dimension of D˜
is r.
Proof. Let Dw = e and let Q =
[
1 0 0
0 w V
]
. Then Q is nonsingular
since eTw = 1/2 > 0. Moreover,
QT D˜Q =

 0 e
Tw 0
eTw eTw 0
0 0 V TDV

 .
Consequently, rank (D˜) = r+2 and thus, by Theorem 2.1, the emedding dimen-
sion of D˜ is r since D˜ is nonspherical.
✷
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Next, we establish the relations between configuration and Gale matrices of
D and D˜. LetD be a unit spherical EDM of center a and let P be a configuration
of D such that P Te = 0. Then it is not difficult to show that P˜ =
[
aT
P
]
is a
configuration matrix of D˜. Moreover,
Lemma 5.2. Let D be an n×n unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension r.
Let Dw = e. If r = n−1, then Z˜ =
[ −1/2
w
]
is a Gale matrix of D˜. Otherwise,
i.e., if r ≤ n − 2, then Z˜ =
[ −1/2 0
w Z
]
is a Gale matrix of D˜, where Z is a
Gale matrix of D.
Proof. Since eTw = 1/2, it suffices to show that 2P Tw = a. To this end,
we have
e = Dw = (diag (B))Tw e+ eTw diag (B)− 2Bw.
Thus, 2P TBw = P Tdiag (B)/2. But, by Theorem 2.1, 2Pa = Jdiag (B) and
thus 2P TPa = P Tdiag (B). Hence, 2P TPP Tw = P TPa and thus the result
follows.
✷
As a result, using Lemma 5.2 and keeping in mind that 2 ≤ k < l ≤ n + 1,
Theorem 3.1 follows by applying Theorem 2.5 to D˜. Also, using Lemma 5.2,
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 follow by applying Theorem 2.6 to D˜.
The following theorem is crucial to the rederivation of the results concerning
T=kl .
Theorem 5.3. Let D be a unit spherical EDM of embedding dimension r. Let
D˜(t) be the Cayeley-Menger matrix of D+tEkl. Let w = D†e and let D˜(t)w˜(t) =
e˜. Assume that wk = cwl 6= 0 and either r = n− 1 or zk = zl = 0. Then
e˜T w˜(t) =
8w2l c t
θcβ2
×


(t− θc)
(t− θ)(t− θ) if θc 6= θ and θc 6= θ,
1
(t− θ) if θc = θ,
1
(t− θ) if θc = θ.
Proof. Let w˜(t) =
[
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
. Then
[
0 eT
e D
] [
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
+ t
[
0 0
0 Ekl
] [
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
=
[
1
e
]
. (26)
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Assume first that r = n−1, i.e., D is nonsingular. Then, by Lemma 5.1, D˜, the
Cayley-Menger matrix of D, is also nonsingular. Using Lemma 2.1, we multiply
(26) from the left by D˜−1 =
[ −2 2wT
2w −B†/2
]
to get that
[
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
+
[
0 2twTEkl
0 −tB†Ekl/2
] [
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
=
[ −1
2w
]
. (27)
Therefore,
e˜T w˜(t) = −2twTEklξ(t).
Now multiplying (27) from the left by
[
0 0
0 Ekl
]
, we get that
Eklξ(t) = 2(I − tEklB†/2)−1Eklw.
Consequently,
e˜T w˜(t) = −4twT (I − tEklB†/2)−1Eklw.
But,
(I − tEklB†/2)−1 = I + t
2(B†kke
l(el)T +B†lle
k(ek)T )B†
4g(t)
+
(2t−B†klt2)EklB†
4g(t)
,
where g(t) is as defined in (19). Therefore,
wT (I − tEklB†/2)−1Eklw = w2l
(4c+ t ||sk − csl||2)
2g(t)
.
Consequently,
e˜T w˜(t) = −2tw2l
(4c+ t ||sk − csl||2)
g(t)
,
and the result follows in this case.
Now assume that r ≤ n− 2 and let Z be a Gale matrix of D. Using Lemma
2.1, we multiply (26) from the left by D˜† =
[ −2 2wT
2w −B†/2
]
and we use the fact
that
D˜†D˜ =
[
1 0
0 D†D
]
=
[
1 0
0 I − Z(ZTZ)−1ZT
]
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to get [
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
+
[
0 2twTEkl
0 −Z(ZTZ)−1ZT − tB†Ekl/2
] [
σ(t)
ξ(t)
]
=
[ −1
2w
]
.
The proof proceeds as in the previous case by using the fact that EklZ = 0.
✷
As a result, if ||sk||2 = c2||sl||2, then, by Lemma 4.2, either θc = θ (if c > 0)
or θc = θ (if c < 0 ). Thus, Theorem 5.3 implies that e˜
T w˜(t) = 0 if and only if
t = 0. On the other hand, if ||sk||2 6= c2||sl||2, then, by Lemma 4.2, θc 6= θ and
θc 6= θ. Therefore, Theorem 5.3 implies that e˜T w˜(t) = 0 if and only if t = 0 or
t = θc. In other words, Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 4.2 imply Theorems 4.3 and
4.4.
Finally, by combining Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.3 and under the premise
of Theorem 5.3, we have that
ρ2kl(t) = 1−
1
2
e˜T w˜(t) = 1− 4w
2
l ct(t− θc)
θcg(t)
. (28)
But g(t) − 4w2l ct(t − θc)/θc = f(t). Thus Equation (28) is identical to that in
Theorem 4.2.
Example 5.1. Let D be the unit spherical EDM considered in Example 4.1.
Then for entry d12, we have c = −1, w2 = −1/2, θc = 3 and g(t) = 1+2t− t2/3.
Thus
ρ212(t) = 1−
−t(t− 3)
3 + 6t− t2 =
3 + 3t
3 + 6t− t2
as was obtained in Example 4.1. On the other hand, for enrty d13, we have
c = 1, w2 = 1/2, θc = −3 and g(t) = 1− 2t/3− t2/3. Thus
ρ213(t) = 1−
t(t+ 3)
−3 + 2t+ t2 =
1
1− t
as was obtained in Example 4.1
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